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Roller Blinds
Birkdale roller blinds provide the
perfect combination of style, quality
and performance. Whether the look
you want is simple yet sophisticated
or glamorous and elegant, the
options afforded to you from Birkdale
allows you meet your exact needs.

Vision Blinds
The brand new Birkdale Vision Blind
allows you to easily switch between
subtle light diffusion and dimout.
This elegant roller blind incorporates
sheer and black horizontal panels
that will look stylish open or closed
and can be instantly adjusted for
varying light filtration.

Vertical Blinds
Birkdale vertical blinds are not just
fabulous to look at they are fabulous
to own. Manufactured using the
highest quality materials to provide
great looking blinds that perform
exactly as they should and give
superb owner satisfaction.

Venetian Blinds
The classic window blind style allows
you to adjust lighting levels instantly
by altering the angle of the slat.
The slat is available in either wood
for a traditional feel or aluminium for
a more contemporary look.
There is a huge range of slat styles
available in a range of exotic colours,
subtle shades and dynamic effects.

Roman Blinds
A roman blind combines the
functionality of a window shade with
the decorative impact of a soft
furnishing perhaps better than any
other blind type.
A Birkdale® roman blind goes one
step further by endowing the roman
blind with fingertip adjustment. This
is achieved by using the Birkdale®
roller blind mechanism as the
preferred operating system - simply
pull the chain to raise or lower the
blind and the fabric folds deliciously
as if by magic.

Panel Blinds
Panel blinds consist of powder coated
aluminium headrails featuring multiple
slots to carry gliding units to which
fabric panels are attached.
Ideally suited for covering large
expanses of glass or curtain walling
the panels can be made in widths to
accommodate the overall size of the
blind.
Panel blinds can also be used to sub
divide large open areas or as room
dividers within an office or hotel
environment.

Pleated Blinds
Birkdale® pleated blinds combine the
key elements of flexibility, design and
performance that sets them apart
from other pleated blinds.
Choose these to provide a true focal
point to any room or to provide the
necessary control for heat and light in
a conservatory or atrium.
Birkdale® pleated blinds have been at
the forefront of development for two
decades and continue to lead the way.

Woven Wood
The Birkdale® natural wood weaves
collection is an exotic mix of woods
and bamboos that filter light into your
room, creating a calm, soothing
ambiance.
Wood is specifically selected from
sustainable forests around the world
and carefully sewn into slats which,
when woven with fibre, create a
fabulous curtain of wood.

INTU
The INTU system is simply the most
innovative and flexible blind system
available, integrating neatly into all
modern doors and Windows. INTU
has been designed for use
throughout the home or business
and enhances the look of any
Conservatory.
INTU Roller is available in over 250
roller fabrics, which come in a variety
of styles and colours including prints
and plains, textured and patterned
fabrics.
Many of our fabrics also come with
added energy efficiency and room
darkening properties with blackout,
solar reflective and fire retardant
fabrics.

Perfect Fit
Birkdale Perfect Fit® is a
revolutionary system that enables
window blinds to be fitted perfectly
onto most double glazed windows
and doors, with no holes drilled into
your UPVC frame! The unique
Perfect Fit™ blind fits neatly onto the
window and enhances your privacy.

Folding Shutters
Internal Shutters are becoming
popular in the UK replacing the need
for window blinds and curtains with
the added benefit of security and
insulation.
Manufactured from Aluminium
instead of timber meaning less
maintenance, with extra strength
while still remaining competitive.
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Birkdale Manufacturing Group Ltd, Unit 5, Eastgate Park, Arkwright Way, Queensway Industrial Estate, Scunthorpe,
North Lincolnshire DN16 1AE Website: www.birkdale.co.uk email: sales@birkdale.co.uk Tel: 01724 282171 Fax: 01724 282170
Colours are a representation only. Please ask to see our actual samples. Our doors are virtually maintenance free. However, to
maintain the CE certification an annual low cost service is needed. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE CHANGES TO OUR
PRODUCTS WITHOUT NOTIFICATION.

